
Name ___________________________________________________________ Date ___________ Class ___________ 

 

Literary Terms: Complete the sentences using words from the word bank, using each word no more than once 

 

theme              metaphor              foil              protagonist              diction             ambiguity           

 

point of view              hyperbole              inference              denouement              set-up/exposition 

 

     simile              symbolism              irony              climax              onomatopoeia              alliteration 

 

personification              antagonist              foreshadowing              flashback              rising action 

 

1. _______________ is the perspective from which the narrator tells the story: first person (use of the pronoun “I” in 

the narrative); third person objective (no thoughts of feelings of the characters, only words and actions); third 

person limited omniscient (thoughts and feelings of just the protagonist); or third person omniscient (thoughts 

and feelings of all characters). 

2. _______________ has a few meanings, including the central message of a text and the topic of a text 

3. _______________ is a form of extravagant exaggeration, for example, “You never listen” or “You always do that.” 

4. _______________ is when the setting suddenly shifts to a place and time in the past. 

5. _______________ is when a material object represents either a larger, more complex object or an abstract idea, 

for example when a red cap represents independence of spirit or when a cage represents slavery. 

6. _______________ is a surprising twist of events like when a cop lands behind bars or a dropout opens a school.  

7. _______________ is when a word’s name mirrors its sound, for example, “buzz” or “meow.” 

8. _______________ is when human qualities are attributed to non-human entities. 

9. _______________ is when something is unclear and may be interpreted in a variety of ways. 

10. _______________ is when sounds, usually beginning sounds, are repeated, as in “Pink Peter Piper picked 

poppies.” 

11. _______________ is when the writer gives you a clue early on as to what will happen later in the story.  

12. _______________ is when you come to a conclusion, based on evidence, about aspects that are not directly 

stated. 

13. A _______________ compares two dissimilar things, often using words such as “like” or “as.”  

14. A _______________ is a character that helps bring into light the most pertinent attributes of the protagonist. 

15. The _______________ is the ending of the story wherein all the complexities are unraveled (much like knots are 

untied). 

16. A _______________ suggests that one thing is another thing, offering profound insight, for example “Ignorance is 

prison.” 

17. An _______________ is a force against which the protagonist must struggle in order to achieve his or her goal.  

18. The _______________ is right after the set-up/exposition. It is when the first action occurs. 

19. The _______________ is the heightened part of the narrative during which the protagonist overcomes her biggest 

obstacle.   

20. The _______________ is the main character of a story. He or she is also often referred to as the hero or heroine. 

21. The _________________ is the part of the story where the audience gets to know the characters, setting and 

situation. 

22. _________________ is the author’s choice and placement of words.  


